Top Reasons to Attend the
Internet of Things World Forum 2015
Hosted by Cisco, the third annual Internet of Things World Forum (IoTWF)
will showcase dramatic transformations now gaining momentum across
every global sector; a new world of opportunities made possible by the
Internet of Things.
At this year’s IoTWF, the industry’s leaders in public sector, private
business and education will gather again to collaborate, network,
partner, and build the IoT ecosystem together. The IoTWF is the
one place where the entire IoT community will share the latest
developments and emerging applications, all of which will be on
display onsite at the event in Dubai.

• The inaugural 2013 event in Barcelona was a winner in the “first-time
event” category from EXPO E.X.C.I.T.E.
• The 2014 event was selected as “Event of the Year” by #IOT Awards
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What Previous Attendees Have to Say
“This Forum provided a great spectrum of different IoT approaches
and views...specifically it provided a very good platform to engage
in discussion as exchange of thoughts on areas not thought before.
Excellent sessions (including various combinations), topics and very
well organized.”
“I think for me and my organization that attending the IoT World
Forum will be a life changing experience.”
“This event has been great for networking and fostering partnerships.
It has really accelerated the partnerships that we can go and build.”
“An incredible event: Professionally produced, great content,
valuable learnings. One of the best events I have ever been to.”
“Excellent conference that confirmed that IoT is here to stay and the
opportunities are limitless.”
“We can’t predict the future, but we can prepare it. This is the right
place to be to build the future we dream today. IoT is much more
than a M2M approach, it’s about building future citizenship. This is
the kind of things done from people, to people and by people.”

Visit the Internet of Things World Forum 2015 website
to learn more and request an invitation

